Crown Automotive Sales Co., Inc.
CJ Voltmeter
Installation Instructions
Replaces Part #: J8126659

1. Before any electronics are removed, disconnect the battery.

2. Label wires prior to removal to aid in proper re-installation

3. Remove original voltmeter, clean mounting surface and install new voltmeter. Slide mounting bracket onto the back of the gauge and install using the supplied hardware. Do not over-torque hardware as it may damage the gauge.

Proper wiring is as follows:

• + Terminal – Power (Yellow)

• – Terminal – Ground (Black)

• Spade Terminals – Illumination Power (Orange) & Ground (requires a separate ground)

4. Re-connect battery after gauge is installed and all wiring is connected to the gauge. Ensure all components are functioning properly.

Improperly wiring these gauges will result in gauge failure and will void the warranty.